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I. IntroductionI. Introduction
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Purpose of the StudyPurpose of the Study
•• To develop and present security assessment models to To develop and present security assessment models to 

manage the quality of Web² mobile environments.manage the quality of Web² mobile environments.

• To analyze security threats in Web² mobile environments.

• To extract  types, routes and channels of security.yp , y

– Different conditions of threats than in Web 1.0 and Web 2.0 environments. 

• To present a security  assessment model that covers 4 types of 

threats: mobile OS, applications, platforms, and access to networks.
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II. Concept of Web² II. Concept of Web² 
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1. Evolution of the concept of  Web 
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1. Evolution of the concept of  Web 
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2.  Features of  Web² 

Features of Web²Features of Web²

Sensor-generated 
Information

User-generated 
Information

• RFID

• AR

• Crowd Sourcing

• SNS

• LBS • Information 

Cascades
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III. Security Issues in Web² Mobile PhonesIII. Security Issues in Web² Mobile Phones
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1. Changes in security issues in relation to the evolution of Web

As the web evolves, the technologies and services are rapidly converging
and being standardized. However, matters related to security are not 

keeping pace keeping pace 

• It is expected that in Web² environment there will be more security p y
problems added to established problems, by convergence of diversity 
of technologies and services.

• There will be threats in Mobile environment based on Web²  by rapid 
increase of communication data, using mobile sensors like AR. Also, it 
is expected that by increasing of SNS, amount of data made by users 

ill idl  i  will rapidly increase. 
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Traditionally published contents of Web 1.0 and expert generated contents of 
Web 2.0, will occupy a small part of Web²  contents

Sensor Generated Data

User Generated 
Contents

Web²

Contents

Expert Generated Contents Web 
2 0

Traditionally 
Published Contents

2.0

Web 1.0

<Data types generated by Web²>yp g y
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1. Changes in security issues in relation to the evolution of Web

Changes in security issues resulting from the evolution of web

Classification Web 1.0 Web 2.0 Web²

Changes in security issues resulting from the evolution of web

Characteristics

• Information and 
services 
unilaterally 
provided by 

• User participation, 
sharing, and high 
openness

• Expansion of mobile services, 
strengthened mutual 
connectivity between users, and p y

portal service 
businesses

openness y ,
the use of sensor networks

Representative
SS

• Augmented Reality(AR), p

Technology and

Services

• HTML, ActiveX 등
• AJAX, FLAX, XML, RSS, 

• Atom, Tagging, LAMP

g y( ),

• Real-Time Web, 

• Social Network Service(SNS)

Security

• Weakness due to 
using ActiveX 

d d d

• Wider areas that may be 
attacked compared to Web 
1.0 services due to the 
additional methods of 

d h

• Wider areas that ay be attacked 
compared to Web 2.0 services 
due to the fusion of diverse 
technologies and services  such Security and dependence 

on OS/browser
accessing services and the 
interactive and 
asynchronous method of 
operation

technologies and services, such 
as the expansion of mobile 
services and the use of sensor 
networks
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2. Security Issues in Web²

This study divides Web² services into most important 
characteristics as sensor generated information for the 

implementation of AR and user generated information for the 
implementation of SNS.

Also, it estimates the security issues for Web².
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2. Security issues in Web²
2  1  Sensor generated security  issues2. 1. Sensor generated security  issues

Smart phones may create unique services 
using 3-axis accelerometers, proximity 

sensors, and ambient light sensors. Howeversensors, and ambient light sensors. However 
they can be vulnerable in terms of security.

• In the case of the sport kit combined with Nike, 
smart phones provide unique services that enablesmart phones provide unique services that enable 
users to access their exercise information and 
history on the web, along with other sensors.

• When many traffic logs overlap, the protocol 
bet een the iPhone and the ecei e as ell as thebetween the iPhone and the receiver, as well as the 
data exchanged, can be accessed by illegitimate 
users.

Cross-platform-type attacks that infect 
computers or induce the deterioration of 
their performance when users check their 
personal exercise information will becomepersonal exercise information will become 
possible..
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2. Security issues in Web²
2  2  User Generated Security  Issues2  2  User generated security  Issues

Collect
Information

Form 
Relationship

1. 2
.

2. 2. User Generated Security  Issues

Security issues related to user-generated 
include “social engineering hacking,” which is 
an attack method by which an individual uses 

2. 2. User generated security  Issues

an attack method by which an individual uses 
people’s vulnerable points to get them to act in 
accordance with the attacker’s intention so that 
he or she can obtains information.

AttackAction

3.
4.• By increase of SNS, hacking using social characteristics 

became easier than technical methods. As a result, 
damages such as the spread of malignant codes and 
phishing are rapidly increasingphishing are rapidly increasing.

• The attacker collects information of target and 
all people around him, disguise themselves as friends 
or acquaintance in order to form trust when 

hi  th  bj t f tt k

<The method and example 
of social engineering 

attack>approaching the subject of attack.
• Since open-type OS-based smart phone store a lot of 

confidential and personal information, since serious 
infringements on privacy may occur due to the hacking 

attack>

of malignant attackers, countermeasures are required.
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IV. Security Assessment Model in the Times of Web²IV. Security Assessment Model in the Times of Web²
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1. Sensor generated threat

It is expected that information installed in smart phones that is generated by man sensors, 
such as 3-axis accelerometers, proximity sensors, and ambient light sensors, will mainly be 

vulnerable to threats through mobile OS and mobile applications as follows.

• Threats through mobile OS • Threats through mobile applications

• Whereas the iPhone and Blackberry have 
closed-type platforms, the Symbian, Android, 
and Windows mobiles have open type 
platforms

• Insert viruses, worms, malignant codes, etc. 
into applications downloaded by smart 
phone users from the App Store.

• Attacks the vulnerable points of mobileplatforms.
• Functions that block untrusted information are 

limited or lacking; in particular, iPhones show 
serious security problems due to Jail Break.

• Attacks the vulnerable points of mobile 
applications and applications that have not 
been carefully verified in relation to security 
have many vulnerable points.
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2. User generated threat

Threats involving user-generated data are security issues arising from human 
relations in connection with the provision of SNS among the characteristic services 

of Web².

• Threats through mobile platforms

• In the case of Google’s Android Market, 

• Threats through access to networks

• Due to careless management, cases of 
separate processes to examine the 
registrations of applications have not 
been put in place; thus it is difficult to 
block the registration of illegal 

malignant uses such as leaking or 
monitoring personal information by 
abusing social closeness occur 
frequently.g g

applications.
• In the case of iPhone, due to the closed 

OS operation, some users refuse the 
operation  In case the phones go 

q y
• Through smart phones, which have 

limited functions compared to PCs, 
networks can be contaminated with 
viruses or malignant codes  The risk operation. In case the phones go 

through Jail Breaking, applications that 
have not gone through security checks 
can be easily downloaded so that the 
phones will have serious vulnerable 

viruses or malignant codes. The risk 
that smart phones will be exposed to 
attacks such as packet sniffing and 
phishing will be larger in future.

phones will have serious vulnerable 
points.
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Type of threat Threatened route Result of threat

• Identify theft program

e
d

 T
h

re
a
t

Threats through 
mobile OS

• Identify theft program

• Permission system

• Signature authentication 
system

• Remote controls
• Acquisition of 

authority to control 

o
r 

G
e
n

e
ra

te system

• Jail Break

y
mobile devices

• Reduction in the 
life of batteries

• Zombification of • Leads to • Virus worm, applications 
d l d d h

S
e
n

so contaminated 
smart phones

monetary 
damage

• Seizing personal 
information

Threats through 
mobile 
applications

downloaded with 
malignant codes

• Application attack of 
vulnerable points

• Privacy 
infringement

• Illegal marketing 
resource

p

T
h

re
a
t

Threats through 
mobile platforms

• Malignant access by 
careless management of 

Ill l   

G
e
n

e
ra

te
d

 mobile platforms wireless interface • Illegal access to 
network

• Packet sniffing
• Phishing

S fiTh t th h 
• Illegal remodeling and 

U
se

r 
G • SpoofingThreats through 

access to 
networks

g g
transformation

• Application market’s weak 
security
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Threats through 
mobile OS 

High

Low

Moderate

Web 2.0

Web squared

Low

LowModerateHigh HighModerateLow
Threats through 
mobile platforms 

Threats through 
access to networks 

Web 1.0

Hi h

Moderate

High

Threats through 
bil li imobile applications
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V. Conclusion and ImplicationsV. Conclusion and Implications
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Present a framework of security assessment Present a framework of security assessment 
model in Web² mobile environment model in Web² mobile environment 

Present a framework of security assessment Present a framework of security assessment 
model in Web² mobile environment model in Web² mobile environment model in Web² mobile environment model in Web² mobile environment model in Web² mobile environment model in Web² mobile environment 

Main ResearchMain ResearchMain Research Result of ResearchResult of ResearchResult of Research SuggestionsSuggestionsSuggestions

• Concept of Web² and  
draw it by Sensor and 

• Concept of Web² and  
draw it by Sensor and 

• Concept of Web² and  
draw it by Sensor and 

• Sensor Generated Treat : 
threats through mobile OS 

• Sensor Generated Treat : 
threats through mobile OS 

• Sensor Generated Treat : 
threats through mobile OS 

gg

• Prepare and develop our 
mobile cultures to establish 
safe mobile ecosystems for 

• Prepare and develop our 
mobile cultures to establish 
safe mobile ecosystems for 

gggg

• Prepare and develop our 
mobile cultures to establish 
safe mobile ecosystems for User Generated Service.

• Look  through security 
issues of mobile phone 

User Generated Service.

• Look  through security 
issues of mobile phone 

User Generated Service.

• Look  through security 
issues of mobile phone 

and mobile application  are 
added.

• User Generated Threat : 

and mobile application  are 
added.

• User Generated Threat : 

and mobile application  are 
added.

• User Generated Threat : 

safe mobile ecosystems for 
Web² mobiles where the 
paradigms have changed.

• Implications for businesses 

safe mobile ecosystems for 
Web² mobiles where the 
paradigms have changed.

• Implications for businesses 

safe mobile ecosystems for 
Web² mobiles where the 
paradigms have changed.

• Implications for businesses 
based on Web ², and 
present  threats based 
on features of Web².

based on Web ², and 
present  threats based 
on features of Web².

based on Web ², and 
present  threats based 
on features of Web².

threats through mobile 
platform and access to 
networks  are added.

threats through mobile 
platform and access to 
networks  are added.

threats through mobile 
platform and access to 
networks  are added.

and related researchers that 
provide diverse services, and 
can help them to prepare 
themselves for Web² .

and related researchers that 
provide diverse services, and 
can help them to prepare 
themselves for Web² .

and related researchers that 
provide diverse services, and 
can help them to prepare 
themselves for Web² .
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Web²Web
The Rise of Real 
Time:Time:
A Collective Mind



2. Twitter





3. Agumented reality



Example of AR-
ING Wegwiizer



Example of AR - Eyepet




